MetaMap is a widely used named entity recognition tool that identifies concepts from the Unified Medical Language System Metathesaurus in text. This study presents MetaMap Lite, an implementation of some of the basic MetaMap functions in Java. On several collections of biomedical literature and clinical text, MetaMap Lite demonstrated real-time speed and precision, recall, and F 1 scores comparable to or exceeding those of MetaMap and other popular biomedical text processing tools, clinical Text Analysis and Knowledge Extraction System (cTAKES) and DNorm.
BACKGROUND AND SIGNIFICANCE
MetaMap, a software program for finding Unified Medical Language System (UMLS) Metathesaurus 1 concepts in biomedical text, was developed in 1994. 2 The original Prolog implementation evolved into a sophisticated UMLS-based named entity recognition tool with many options. 3 MetaMap is widely used both as a service for remote file processing and as a downloadable tool. In 2015, MetaMap software was downloaded 2174 times. In addition, MetaMap was accessed 1 391 751 times through its Web and application program interface facilities to process 90 429 494 documents. Reviews from MetaMap users communicated directly to the development team and in the annual UMLS users' survey are mostly positive, with some concerns expressed about processing speed and finding the best combination of many options to be used for a given task. In addition, many developers who would like to modify MetaMap for local use expressed a strong preference for a Java implementation. A previous Java implementation, MetaMap Transfer (MMTx), an open-source downloadable version of MetaMap, addressed the need to comply with privacy issues and the needs of developers, while preserving the rich set of processing options. 4 With improvements to the Prolog implementation, MMTx became slower than MetaMap and the team focused on making MetaMap available for downloads, rather than maintaining 2 versions of the software. Regretfully, some old unsupported versions of MMTx are still used, 5 which, in addition to the need for real-time processing, motivated the development of MetaMap Lite as a replacement for MMTx. In MetaMap Lite, we focus on real-time processing speed and start with a limited basic set of functions, such as longest term match and negation detection. In this paper, we present MetaMap Lite and evaluate its performance compared to the current Prolog implementation of MetaMap 3 and other widely used medical named entity recognition tools, clinical Text Analysis and Knowledge Extraction System (cTAKES) 6 and DNorm, 7 using the ShARe corpus used in SemEval/ CLEF 2013-2015 evaluations, 8 the National Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI) Disease Corpus, 9 the BioScope Corpus,MetaMap and MetaMap Lite use the same UMLS-based lookup thesauri and rely on the UMLS to provide meta-information about the terms identified in the text, normalizing them in the process, ie, mapping the identified named entities to UMLS unique concept identifiers (CUIs). Both tools allow use of customized dictionaries and either focus on a specific domain or provide broad coverage of text types and semantic types. The other 2 tools that we use in the evaluation were intended for clinical text processing or disorder extraction and combine knowledge-based and machine learning methods or rely solely on machine learning.
cTAKES is a general-purpose clinical NLP system built within the Unstructured Information Management Architecture framework. Its pipeline components, many of which are trained on clinical data, are as follows: (1) [14] [15] [16] DNorm was originally built using the BANNER named entity recognizer, the NCBI disease corpus, and pairwise learning to rank to normalize the identified terms to MEDIC, 17 a disease lexicon for indexing diseases in biomedical literature that merges the Online Mendelian Inheritance in Man and the "Diseases" branch of the National Library of Medicine's Medical Subject Headings. 7 Later, DNorm was adapted to process clinical notes.
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OBJECTIVE
Our objective was to introduce a new real-time open-source UMLSbased named entity recognition tool and evaluate its performance compared to state-of-the-art, widely used, publicly available biomedical named entity recognition tools.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
MetaMap Lite provides the longest concept match for UMLS semantic types defined by users and uses ConText 19 or NegEx 13 for negation detection. The processing pipeline consists of 7 steps, presented in Figure 1 and described below. Sentence/line segmentation uses the default OpenNLP's sentence segmenter 12 or its own blank line segmenter. Tokenization is based on the original MetaMap tokenization algorithm. Part-of-speech tagging, which is optional, is performed by the default OpenNLP part-of-speech tagger. Token window is predefined to be the length of the sentence if the OpenNLP segmenter is used, or a nonoverlapping window of 15 tokens for the blank line segmenter. No additional chunking is performed. Term normalization is based on MetaMap string normalization with slight modifications. The following operations are applied to a term before the dictionary lookup: (1) removal of parentheticals, (2) syntactic un-inversion, (3) conversion to lowercase, and (4) stripping of possessives. Dictionary lookup is the most time-consuming part of MetaMap Lite processing. To speed it up, we experimented with a publicly available Lucene search engine, 20 for which multiple requests needed for named entity recognition were also timeconsuming. This experiment showed that we need to optimize dictionary lookup. The underlying dictionary lookup uses an implementation of inverted files, 21 in which the dictionary is divided into several partitions with each partition containing only terms of the same length. 22 The implementation uses the Java NIO class java.nio.MappedByteBuffer to access the system's virtual memory facilities to improve I/O performance. Mapping is done for sentence-or line-based chunks dynamically divided into sublists during processing, as shown in Figure 2 . Each chunk is normalized and then looked up in a dictionary. Any match found in the dictionary that is subsumed by a longer match is discarded. Figure 2 presents an example of sentence-level named entity recognition in which a token list for the sentence "Papillary thyroid carcinoma is a unique clinical entity" is generated and processed.
For dictionary lookup, MetaMap Lite currently uses 3 dictionaries originally created for MetaMap: (1) cuiconcept, which maps CUIs to concept preferred names; (2) cuisourceinfo, the primary dictionary that contains the UMLS CUI, the UMLS string identifier, a sequence number, the source-derived string, the source abbreviation, and the source term type; and (3) cuist, which maps CUIs to semantic types. Examples of dictionary entries and more details about dictionary file organization are provided in Supplementary Appendix A.
Finally, optional Negation detection relies on ConText 19 or our implementation of NegEx 12 ; the modules are interchangeable and The token-based sub-lists are produced as follows: the preference to use one or the other is set in the preferences file or in the command line options at run time.
Evaluation
We used the following collections to evaluate MetaMap Lite concept extraction and negation detection: We included in the evaluation all annotated entities and restricted MetaMap, MetaMap Lite, and other tool processing to the semantic types in the UMLS semantic group Disorders. Table 1 presents the time it took each tool to run on each collection. Table 2 presents recall, precision, and F 1 scores for each tool on each collection that we were able to process using the tool. Negation detection is not a native MetaMap Lite feature; therefore, we compared it only to the MetaMap implementation of NegEx, to verify that we maintained its level of performance. Due to difficulties in obtaining meaningful offsets, we were not able to evaluate DNorm on 2 collections.
RESULTS
DISCUSSION
MetaMap Lite achieved the intended aim of significantly speeding up text processing while maintaining and somewhat exceeding the default MetaMap level of performance. Our evaluation is limited to the UMLS semantic group Disorders, primarily due to the availability of the test collections and tools that are heavily skewed toward that group, likely because of its importance in clinical text processing and downstream applications, such as extraction of phenotypes, adverse reactions to drugs, and question answering, to name just a few. MetaMap Lite's speed of processing is approached only by that of DNorm; however, we were not able to obtain mention-level results with the version of DNorm available to us on the i2b2 2010 and ShARe collections. In general, we exerted nontrivial efforts to install, run, and obtain mention-level offsets for the third-party tools. We are fairly confident that we have achieved results attainable to average end users of the versions of these tools available at the time we conducted our experiments. MetaMap Lite achieved F 1 scores higher than all other tools on all collections. The absolute scores obtained in our experiments may differ from those reported elsewhere (eg 5 ), which could be explained by the versions of the tools and the choice of their settings in our experiments. All our installations of the tools, the test collections that can be freely distributed, and the evaluation scripts are available upon request. MetaMap Lite has several limitations. First, it implements very few of the rich set of MetaMap options. We have only compared MetaMap Lite to the default MetaMap settings, and we can therefore The results were obtained using a Dell T5500n with 16 Xeon processors running at 2.66 GHz with 24 GB of RAM running Red Hat Enterprise Linux 6. All of the systems were evaluated using a single thread.
only suggest that its performance is comparable to out-of-the-box MetaMap settings with no tuning for a given task. Rather than implementing all of the options, we will continue to introduce features as they are requested by users. Second, MetaMap Lite's processing speed depends on the options: the fastest processing is achieved without part-of-speech tagging, with an insignificant reduction in the F 1 score. Third, MetaMap Lite does not yet implement any word-sense disambiguation modules and will provide all senses of a given term available in the UMLS; as a result, given the sentence "The steroid will be kept for now and tapered at a later date on follow-up with Dr Coma," it maps "Coma" to the UMLS concept [C0009421] Comatose. As with MetaMap, some mappings that are always wrong could be added to an exclude list; alternatively, a custom-built data file could be used instead of the standard dictionary files provided with the tools. Finally, an important limitation of the evaluation is that it covers only disorders and negation. We are planning to extend annotation of the LHC collection to cover other important semantic groups in the future.
CONCLUSION
This paper presents MetaMap Lite, a lightweight Java implementation of MetaMap, one of the most-used named entity recognition tools for identification of UMLS Metathesaurus concepts in biomedical text. This tool is meant for applications that emphasize processing speed and ease of use. The tool is modular and publicly available, which we hope will advance its development through requests submitted by end users and contributions of additional modules by the developers. The software is downloadable from https://metamap.nlm.nih. gov/download/new/public_mm_lite_2016_3.0_SNAPSHOT.tar.bz2.
Download requires a valid UMLS license.
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